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ABSTRACT 

A thick sequence of upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks are 

exposed in the Marietta district of the central Excelsior Mountains, west- 

central Nevada. Rocks are divided into allochthonous and autochthonous 

terranes by the westernmost known extent of the Luning thrust, a region¬ 

ally extensive thrust surface which juxtaposes pre-Tertiary layered rocks 

of disparate depositional and deformational histories in the Mina- 

Hawthorne region of west-central Nevada. The Luning allochthon in the 

Excelsior Mountains is an imbricate pile of thrust slices each of which is 

composed of a single formation or single lithologic assemblage. Litho¬ 

logic units exposed in the allochthon are: (1) the Permian Black Dyke 

Formation of volcanic island-arc affinity consisting of extrusive and 

intrusive rocks of mafic to intermediate composition and volcanogenic 

sedimentary rocks; (2) the Jurassic-Cretaceous (?) Dunlap Formation, 

consisting of coarse, continentally derived conglomerate and mature 

quartz-arenite with interbedded shallow marine to intertidal mudstone, 

siltstone, and carbonates; and (3) rocks of the Marietta assemblage, 

possibly of Jurassic or Cretaceous age, consisting of mudstone and silt- 

stone with intercalated conglomerate lenses, volcaniclastic sandstone, 

and minor volcanic flows. The autochthon in the Excelsior Mountains is 

composed of the Jurassic-Cretaceous (?) Dunlap Formation, compositionally 

similar to the Dunlap Formation in the overlying allochthon, which 

overlies the Permian Mina Formation with angular unconformity. The Mina 

Formation is an interbedded succession of pelite, bedded chert and 

volcanogenic turbidites of deep marine origin. 
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Two episodes of thrusting and two phases of folding are recog¬ 

nized in the area studied. Folds within the allochthon and the autochthon 

occur as two superimposed fold sets designated P-j and Pg in order of 

decreasing age. First phase folds (P^) are northeasterly trending, 

upright tight to isoclinal major and minor folds with axial plane cleavage. 

Second phase folds (Pg) are northwesterly trending, overturned, open to 

close minor folds. Three thrust nappes are recognized. Rocks within the 

nappes are folded in both fold sets and in one case a nappe is folded in 

second generation (P2) folds. In all other cases, basal thrusts of nappes 

truncate first and second phase folds indicating displacement after 

folding. 

Pre-Tertiary layered rocks in the Marietta district are intruded 

by Cretaceous granitic rocks on the west and are unconformably overlain by 

Tertiary volcanic rocks on the north. Several Cenozoic high-angle faults 

cut through the study area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Initial recognition of a complex stratigraphic and structural 

evolution for pre-Tertiary age rocks exposed in the Excelsior Mountains 

of west-central Nevada (Figure 1) was made by Muller and Ferguson (1936, 

1939) and Ferguson and Muller (1949). Pre-Tertiary volcanic and 

sedimentary strata were divided into two formations, the Middle Triassic 

Excelsior Formation and the Jurassic Dunlap Formation (Muller and 

Ferguson, 1936), and northeast strata were recognized to be deformed in 

trending folds (Ferguson and Muller, 1949). 

Recent réévaluation of lithofacies and structural relationships 

of pre-Tertiary rocks in west-central Nevada (Nielsen, 1962; Oldow, 1976, 

1978a, 1978b, 1979, in press; Wetterauer, 1976; Speed, 1977a, 1976, 1978a, 

1978b, 1979) however have resulted in: (1) subdivision of the Excelsior 

Formation into three assemblages, the Permian Black Dyke Formation, the 

Permian Mina Formation, and the Triassic (?) to Jurassic Water Canyon 

Assemblage; (2) documentation of two regionally extensive thrust faults, 

named the Luning and the Pamlico allochthons, (Figure 2); and (3) recogni¬ 

tion of three fold sets the first two of which are of regional extent and 

the youngest developed only locally. 

This study was prompted by the suggestion that the Luning 

allochthon is exposed in the central Excelsior Mountains (Speed, personal 

communication, 1979). Investigation of upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic age 

rocks exposed in the Marietta district of the Excelsior Mountains (Figure 3) 

was therefore undertaken to reevaluate original stratigraphic and struc¬ 

tural data presented by Muller and Ferguson (1936, 1939) and Ferguson and 
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Muller (1949) in light of recent studies in neighboring areas (including 

the Pilot Mountains (Oldow, 1975, 1976, 1978a, 1981; Wetterauer, 1976; 

and the Garfield Hills (Oldow, 1976, 1978b)). 

3 

Particular problems addressed include (1) lithofacies analysis 

of rock units, (2) correlation of rock units with neighboring areas, 

(3) spatial and lithologic distribution of thrust nappes, and (4) geo¬ 

metric analysis of folds in the allochthon. 

The primary goal of this investigation is to relate strati¬ 

graphic and structural elements in the Luning allochthon of the Excelsior 

Mountains to a regional Mesozoic tectonic framework being formulated for 

west-central Nevada. It is recognized that "understanding of the 

structure and kinematics of the Luning allochthon is essential to recon¬ 

struction of the Mesozoic history in the Western Great Basin" (Oldow, 

1976). Comparison of data obtained from the Luning allochthon of the 

Excelsior Mountains with data from the Pilot Mountains and the Garfield 

Hills (Oldow, 1976, 1978a, 1978b) lends support to a southerly extension 

of the Luning thrust and associated allochthon into the Excelsior Mountains. 

Data from the Excelsior Mountains contributes to understanding of the 

regional character of tectonic events which took place in west-central 

Nevada during Mesozoic time. 
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AGE OF DEFORMATION 

The age of emplacement and of associated folding of the Luning 

allochthon in the central Excelsior Mountains is constrained by the 

youngest dated rocks involved in deformation, the Jurassic-Cretaceous (?) 

Dunlap Formation, and by the age of 'granitic' intrusive rocks which 

intrude some thrust faults and cut folded bedding (Figure 4). The lower 

age boundary of the Dunlap Formation is constrained as late-Early Jurassic 

on the basis of general stratigraphic position (Muller and Ferguson, 

1936), from Early Jurassic fossils collected in the western Excelsior 

Mountains and Garfield Hills (Muller and Ferguson, 1939), and by a K-Ar 

age date of 142+ 3 m.y. (Armstrong and others, 1976) obtained from an air 

fall tuff located in bedded strata in the Garfield Hills. The upper age 

limit of Cretaceous (?) is based on a Rb-Sr date of 105+ m.y. (Speed and 

Kistler, 1980) from rocks in the northeastern Excelsior Mountains origi¬ 

nally assigned to the Dunlap Formation by Ferguson and Muller (1949). 

The upper age limit for deformation is constrained by K-Ar age dates from 

'granitic' plutonic rocks which truncate homoclinal and folded bedding in 

the Excelsior Mountains. Evernden and Kistler (1970) and Garside and 

Silberman (1978) dated various granites and one diorite and obtained ages 

ranging between 90 and 97 m.y.. 

Age constraints for deformation in the central Excelsior 

Mountains correspond closely with age relationships determined for emplace¬ 

ment and deformation of allochthonous units in the Pilot Mountains, where 

Oldow (1976) has demonstrated deformation as occuring between late-Early 

Jurassic and 65 m.y.b.p.. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE LUNING ALLOCHTHON 

ROCK UNITS 

Three pre-Tertiary layered lithologic units are recognized in 

the Luning allochthon of the Excelsior Mountains (Figures 3 and 4). 

These include: (1) the Black Dyke Formation, a Permian succession of 

andesitic to mafic volcanic breccia, lava, and volearn"clastic sedimentary 

rocks interpreted to be of volcanic arc origin (Speed, 1977b); (2) the 

Dunlap Formation, a widespread sequence of Early Jurassic to possibly 

Cretaceous age strata which in the Excelsior Mountains consist of coarse 

to fine grained clastic deposits of a fluvial-delta complex and inter- 

bedded carbonate and fine grained sediments of intertidal to shallow 

marine origin; and (3) an uncorrelated succession informally referred to 

as the Marietta assemblage which, based on lithologic relations with rocks 

of the Dunlap Formation, may be latest Jurassic or Earliest Cretaceous in 

age. The Marietta assemblage consists of laminated to massive mudstone 

and siltstone with intercalated lenses of coarse channel fill, debris 

flow deposits, a thick sequence of volcaniclastic sediment, and minor 

volcanic flows. 

Additional lithologic units recognized in the Marietta district 

are Cretaceous quartz-monzonite, granodiorite, and diorite as well as 

Tertiary andesitic and basaltic extrusive rocks. Figure 5 is a photo¬ 

graph and sketch looking north toward the Marietta district. 
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BLACK DYKE FORMATION 

The Permian Black Dyke Formation (Speed, 1977a) is named from 

exposures located at Black Dyke Mountain, its type locality, in the 

eastern Garfield Hills (Figure 3). The only other known exposures 

are in the Excelsior Mountains (Figure 3). Correlation of the volcanic 

and volcanogenic rocks exposed in the Excelsior Mountains with those in 

Black Dyke Mountain is based on lithology (Speed, 1977b) and K-Ar dates 

on hornblende of 252;* 3 and 253^ 3 m.y. (Speed and Armstrong, 1971). The 

stratigraphic position of the Black Dyke Formation in both areas is 

determined by radiometric age dates because no depositional contacts 

between Black Dyke strata and other pre-Teritary strata exist. 

Outcrops of the Black Dyke are entirely allochthonous (Figure 2 

and 3). Speed (1977b) interpreted the Black Dyke Formation as "a thrust 

nappe that is uppermost in the nappe pile of the Luning allochthon". 

However, recent réévaluation of the structural position of the Black Dyke 

nappe within the Luning allochthon (Oldow, 1976, 1978a, 1978b; this 

paper) indicates that Black Dyke strata actually constitute the lower¬ 

most, rather than the uppermost, nappe in the nappe sequence of the 

allochthon. Recognition of the Black Dyke Formation as the lowermost 

nappe in the allochonous succession has important ramifications for 

placement of the basal Luning thrust as well as for regional correlation 

of strata within the Luning allochthon. 

Lithology 

The Black Dyke Formation in the Marietta district includes 

volcanic rocks of intermediate to mafic composition and their epiclastic 
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derivatives. Volcanic rocks consist primarily of massive monolithologic 

and polymict breccia, whole or fragmental pillow lava, porphyritic 

andesite lava, and minor basaltic lava. Interbedded volcanogenic sedi¬ 

mentary units include plane laminated feldspathic arenite and wacke, 

pelite, and feldspathic turbidites. Volcanic and volcanogenic units are 

recurrent throughout the section. Individual units range between 5 and 

20 m in thickness. 

Breccia consists of large and small volcanic clasts set in a 

granular, fine to medium grained matrix. Clasts are predominately 

angular to subangular basaltic andesite and feldspar porphyry, angular to 

subangular devitrified glass, and possible subangular tuffaceous frag¬ 

ments. Clasts range in size from 2 cm or less up to 20 cm in diameter. 

Clasts float in a granular matrix containing angular feldspar lathes, 

mafic grains, and devitrified glass shards less than 1 mm to several mm 

in diameter. The matrix commonly makes up 20% to 30% of the total rock. 

Non-brecciated volcanic units include pillow lava, porphyritic 

andesite lava, and minor basaltic rocks. Pillow lavas contain pillows 

that are locally well developed and reach diameters of 0.5 to 0.75 m. 

Pillows are separated by a dark, altered matrix which makes up roughly 

10% of the total rock. Pillowed lavas form relatively thin units gener¬ 

ally less than 5 m thick. These units were not studied petrographically 

in this investigation, but are discussed by Talukdar (1971) and Speed 

(1977b). 

Porphyritic to glomeroporphyritic pyroxene and pyroxene- 

hornblende andesite lava contain phenocrysts which commonly make up 40 to 
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50% of the total rock, but locally comprise as much as 70%. In most of 

these units, pyroxene phenocrysts (diopsidic augite, Talukdar, 1971), 

which range in size from 0.1 mm to 5 mm, dominate over plagioclase 

(andesine to sodic andesine, Talukdar, 1971), which averages between 0.1 

mm and 3 mm in diameter. Euhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene phenocyysts 

constitute roughly 60%, whereas euhedral plagioclase seldomly constitutes 

greater than 10 to 20% of the total phenocryst assemblage. Pyroxene and 

plagioclase phenocrysts rest in a fine grained, glassy to intersertal 

groundmass which often contains plagioclase microlites and magnetite 

dust. In pyroxene-hornblende andesites where large plagioclase crystals 

are absent, euhedral pyroxene phenocrysts predominate over euhedral horn¬ 

blende. In these units pyroxene commonly makes up 50 to 60% of the total 

phenocryst assemblage, while hornblende averages 5 to 15%. Phenocrysts 

are set in a fine grained, glassy groundmass. 

Volcanogenic epiclastic rocks include fine to medium grained 

arenite, subarenite, wacke, and subordinate pelite. Units are commonly 

plane laminated to massive, but turbidite sequences recur throughout the 

section. Volcanogenic rocks occur as massive sequences several ten’s of 

meters thick or as thinner sequences ten's of centimeters to several 

meters thick intercalated with volcanic breccia or lava. Contacts within 

volcanogenic rocks vary from sharp to graded. Contacts between volcanic 

units and volcanogenic units are generally sharp. 

Fine to medium (0.5 mm to 2 mm) grained laminated arenite is 

dominated compositionally by angular to subangular plagioclase (50 to 80% 

of the total assembage). Subordinate constituents include pyroxene, 
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detrital quartz, alkali feldspar, and opaque minerals, probably illmenite 

and/or magnetite. Subordinate grains average 1 mm in diameter and are 

generally subangular. 

Feldspathic wacke, which ranges in diameter between 0.2 mm and 

0.5 mm, is primarily made up of angular feldspar in an aphanitic matrix. 

The amount of feldspar is highly variable however, and these rocks 

sometimes grade into sandy mudstones of the same overall composition. 

The subordinate grain assemblage is similar to that found in arenites and 

contains mafic grains, quartz grains, and opaques. 

Turbidite sequences, which constitute 10-20% of the total suc¬ 

cession, have compositions identical to plane laminated and massive 

units. Sequences contain A, B and E units of the Bouma series (Pettijohn, 

1975). Individual beds range in thickness from 2 to 20 cm. Turbidites 

are generally medium grained rocks with grains ranging 0.5 mm to 2 mm in 

diameter. 

Greenschist metamorphism (Johnson, 1978) has locally altered 

pyroxene and hornblende in many volcanic and volcanogenic rocks to chlorite 

and epidote and has partially to wholly altered plagioclase to sericite 

and clay minerals. Alteration results in partial or whole pseudomorphs. 

Glass in the groundmass of volcanic rocks is partly or wholly devitrified. 

Vesicles and fractures are generally filled with chlorite, epidote, and 

quartz. Chlorite and epidote are platy to blocky, while quartz is often 

enhedral. Due to alteration, these rocks generally have a green to grey 

color. 
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Depositional environment 

The composition of both sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the 

Black Dyke Formation in the Marietta district suggests deposition near an 

andesitic volcanic complex. Volcanic rocks are uniformly andesitic, and 

the composition of sedimentary rocks allows derivation of all rocks from 

a single source. Speed (1977a) suggests that rocks of the Black Dyke 

Formation were deposited in an upper Paleozoic andesitic island-arc 

setting. 

The presence of pillow lavas and turbidites indicates that the 

depositional environment was at least partly marine. The massiveness of 

breccias suggests deposition close to a volcanic source, and the presence 

of turbidites implies some deposition below wave base (Speed, 1977a). 

DUNLAP FORMATION 

Muller and Ferguson (1936, 1939) first described and named the 

Dunlap Formation for exposures in Dunlap Canyon of the Pilot Mountains. 

Based on stratigraphic and paléontologie information they attributed a 

Jurassic age to these rocks. Dunlap Formation is widespread in the Mina- 

Hawthorne region (Figure 3) and is found in both allochthonous and 

autochonous terranes. 

Correlation of Dunlap strata is difficult because outcrops are 

discontinuous; distinctive marker units are lacking (Stanley, 1971); and 

thicknesses of exposed units are highly variable. However, correlation 

of coarse and fine clastic rocks exposed in the Marietta district with 

Dunlap Formation elsewhere can be demonstrated on the basis of lithology 
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and one poorly preserved ammonite discovered in the central Excelsior 

Mountains (Speed, personal communication, 1979). 

In the Marietta district of the Excelsior Mountains the Dunlap 

Formation can be divided into two informal members, a lower member 

consisting of quartz-arenite with subordinate coarse terrigenous inter¬ 

beds, and an upper member which consists of coarse to fine grained 

terrigenous clastic sediments with interbedded carbonate. 

A maximum thickness of 1700 meters for the Dunlap Formation was 

determined by Ferguson and Muller (1949) from exposures at Dunlap Canyon. 

In the Marietta district, the total estimated thickness of Dunlap strata 

is around 1500 meters, but this estimate is probably a minimum figure 

since neither an upper nor a lower depositional contact is recognized 

in the study area. The lower member is about 200 meters thick, while 

the upper member is about 1300 meters thick. 

At present, the age range for the Dunlap Formation is unclear. 

Muller and Ferguson (1936) suggested that the Dunlap Formation might be 

correlated with the Charmouthian stage of the Lias of Europe on the basis 

of general stratigraphic position and some poorly preserved fossils. 

Later, Muller and Ferguson (1939) collected an "Arietites" like ammonite 

and pelecypods from the western Excelsior Mountains west of Huntoon 

Valley (Figure 1) which they dated as Lower Jurassic. In addition, they 

discovered a Late Early Jurassic (Toarcian) ammonite in Dunlap strata of 

the Garfield Hills. A single radiometric age date of 142 + 3m.y. was 

obtained by Armstrong and others (1976) from biotite from an air fall 

tuff located approximately 100 meters above the stratigraphic horizon 

yielding the Toarcian ammonite. Fossils, stratigraphic affinity, and one 
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radiometric age date therefore place at least portions of the Dunlap 

Formation within the Lower Jurassic. 

The maximum age for the Dunlap is fairly well known, being 

based on the presence of the flat clam Weyla in the Water Canyon assem¬ 

blage (Oldow, 1981, in press) which disconformably underlies Dunlap 

facies in the Pilot Mountains but the minimum age is less certain due to 

the lack of a well defined upper stratigraphic boundary. The minimum (or 

upper) age is constrained only by dates obtained from intruded igneous 

rocks. These range between 90 and 97 m.y. (page 6). The upper age for 

the Dunlap Formation therefore may be Cretaceous. 

Lithology 

Lower member: Light brown to reddish brown quartz-arenite with 

subordinate interbedded conglomerate is exposed in the northeast part of 

the map area (Plate 1). The quartz-arenite has a gradational contact 

4 to 5 meters thick with overlying coarse and fine grained clastic rocks 

of the upper member. Within this transitional zone the abundance of 

lithic (primarily chert) and volcanic clasts increases gradationally. 

The matrix consists of fine to medium grained quartz sand with a few 

(roughly 10%) feldspar grains. 

Bedding within the quartz-arenite is sometimes indistinct, but 

plane and cross-laminated units centimeters to 2 m thick are recognized 

locally. Cross laminations are mainly tangential and occur on a scale of 

1 to 2 mm up to 30 cm. Plane laminations occur on a similar scale. 

The distribution of quartz grain sizes is roughly unimodal in 

handsample. Quartz grains have an average diameter of about 0.5 mm. On 
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a microscopic scale however, the presence of abundant heavy minerals which 

average 0.1 mm in diameter yield a bimodal granulometry. Heavy minerals 

are generally segregated from larger quartz grains and form individual 

laminae 1 mm or less thick. Heavy minerals, which consist primarily of 

magnetite or illmenite, tourmaline, and zircon range in size from 0.04 to 

0.3 mm. Quartz grains average 0.5 mm but range between 0.3 and 0.75 mm 

in diameter. 

Quartz is well sorted but varies in angularity from rounded to 

angular. This range is primarily due to secondary quartz overgrowths 

forming on previously rounded grains. Average primary angularity is 

subround. The presence of undulose and polygonal quartz and common 

silica overgrowths suggests post-depositional diagenesis of these rocks. 

Iron oxide cement is common, but averages no more than 5 to 8% of the 

total rock. 

Locally, lenticular conglomerate beds are noted intercalated 

with the quartz-arenite. Conglomerate beds are usually less than 2 meters 

thick and constitute a maximum of 5% of the lower member. Contacts 

between quartz-arenite and conglomerate are disconformable and invariably 

sharp. Where bedding can be distinguished in the quartz-arenite near 

contacts with conglomerate interbeds, the conglomerate cross-cuts plane 

and cross-laminations in the quartz-arenite. 

Conglomerate consists primarily of angular chert clasts which 

make up to 90% of all clasts. Chert clasts are as large as 8 cm in 

diameter, while lesser angular volcanic clasts, which constitute 5 to 20% 

of all clasts, are up to 5 cm in diameter. The matrix is a medium to 
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coarse sand and is composed of subrounded to subangular quartz grains 0.4 

to 2.0 mm in diameter, angular chert grains which average 1 mm in diameter, 

angular to subangular volcanic fragments, and feldspar. Conglomerate 

beds are generally grain supported with 10% or less matrix material, show 

moderate clast imbrication, and are poorly sorted and bedded. 

Upper Member: The upper member constitutes 75 to 80% of exposed Dunlap 

strata. Of this, conglomerate and breccia make up 70%, while massive 

fine grained clastic rocks and subordinate carbonate make up roughly 30%. 

Bedding in poorly sorted conglomerate and breccia is highly 

variable. Bedding ranges from several millimeters to about 2 meters 

thick, and beds are commonly lenticular. Contacts between beds within 

the succession vary from sharp, often irregular, to gradational. Where 

contacts are sharp, flame structures are common and clasts from overlying 

units sometimes penetrate underlying beds. 

Coarse grained units are sometimes clast and sometimes matrix 

supported; locally, as much as 30% of the total rock is made up of silt 

to coarse sand, which averages 10% even within clast supported units. 

Clast to matrix ratios may vary rapidly within units both vertically and 

laterally. Fine grained matrix material has the same distribution of 

lithic and volcanic grains as coarse constituents, but locally the matrix 

includes a larger fraction of subrounded, 0.25 to 1 mm quartz grains. 

(up to 10%) and up to 25% feldspar grains. 

Conglomerate clasts are dominated by chert, which locally 

constitutes nearly 90% of the total clast population. Chert consists of 

uniform and composite micro-crystaline quartz. A few chert clasts show 
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relict primary layering. Chert clasts are angular and range in size from 

0.5 cm to 10 or 15 cm in diameter. Few clasts show any indication of 

rounding or abrasion. 

Volcanic clasts, although generally subordinate to chert and 

averaging 20% of all clasts, may in places constitute 60% or more of the 

total assemblage. Changes from predominately chert to dominately vol¬ 

canic units are gradational. Volcanic clasts consist of angular feldspar- 

porphyry (euhedral feldspar in an aphanitic goundmass), occasional horn¬ 

blende porphyry, and individual feldspar and mafic grains as large as 2 cm 

in diameter. 

Most interbedded fine grained arenite, wacke, and mudstone 

units are thin bedded (several mm to about 15 cm) and are laterally 

discontinuous. Within arenite and wacke, plane and cross-laminations on 

a scale of millimeters to 1 centimeter are common. One massive, poorly 

bedded unit is recognized however. This 30 m thick unit consists of 

purple to maroon siltstone and mudstone with occassional clasts and sandy 

interbeds. The unit is located near the base of the upper member and 

represents an important form surface. 

Calcareous units outcrop primarily in the northwest and west of 

the study area (Plate 1), but occur locally as thin interbeds inter- 

stratified with terrigenous clastic units. Contacts with overlying and 

underlying units are invariably sharp. Johnson (1978) suggests that 

calcareous siltstone may achieve a thickness of 810 meters. 

Exposed calcareous units contain numerous quartz sand and silt 

grains .05 to 0.5 mm in diameter. Where these units are near plutonic 
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rocks, however, they have undergone varying degrees of metamorphism; 

those adjacent to intrusive rocks have been altered to calc-silicate 

bearing tremolite and clinozoisite (Johnson, 1978). Depositional struc¬ 

tures are generally obscured by metamorphism, but in places traces of 

plane laminations, massive bedding, and shaley interbeds are recognized. 

Depositional environment 

By virtue of their overall coarseness and angularity, ter¬ 

rigenous clastic rocks of the Dunlap Formation in the Marietta district 

are indicative of accumulation near an actively eroding highland. Poor 

sorting, rapid vertical and horizontal textural and compositional changes, 

and the abundance of cross beds, graded bedding, lenticular beds, and 

clast imbrication indicate a fluval origin for many of these rocks. 

Conglomerate clasts up to 15 cm in diameter are angular and show no signs 

of long term transport. Interbedded with coarse clastic rocks are 

arenites and wackes, with abundant cross laminations, reverse and normal 

graded bedding, ripples, and locally mudcracks which support a subaerial, 

fluvial origin for these units. Thin siltstones and mudstones probably 

represent overbank flood deposits or the latter stages in a waning cur¬ 

rent regime. 

The postulated depositional environment for these rocks is an 

actively prograding fluvial-delta complex close to sealevel. A relatively 

high profile is suggested because of the lack of flood plain marsh or 

swamp deposits. Channel profiles are generally not recognizable, but are 

postulated based on the existance of lenticular bedding and the abundance 

of sedimentary structures. Channels are believed to have been broad and 
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shallow. Interbedded carbonates are indicative of intermittant marine 

deposition. 

Quartzose sandstones from the Dunlap Formation (lower member) 

have been interpreted by Stanley (1971) as compositional and textural 

equivalents of other Jurassic quartzose sandstones in parts of Nevada 

and California. Speed (1978a) agrees and suggests that quartz-arenite 

in the Dunlap Formation and in other quartzose sandstones (including 

the Navajo and Nugget Formations may have shared a similar source. 

Textural characteristics and the lack of any marine fauna in quartz- 

arenite in the study area suggest that quartz sands are primarily eolian. 

Interpretation of an eolian origin for these rocks is based on features 

common to wind deposited sands as outlined by Pettijohn, Potter, and 

Si ever (1972). These include a restricted heavy mineral assemblage, 

rounded and frosted grains, and a unimodal grain size. 

Interbedded conglomerate beds which truncate bedding in quartz- 

arenite suggest that streams intermittantly flowed across the proposed 

eolian environment. 

MARIETTA ASSEMBLAGE 

The westernmost exposed pre-Tertiary layered rocks in the study 

area consist of a succession of interbedded siltstone, mudstone, and 

conglomeratic siltstone and mudstone units in depositional contact with a 

thick section of volcaniclastic arenite and wacke. Subordinate volcanic 

flows are locally interstratified with siltstone and mudstone. The 

entire assemblage structurally overlies the Black Dyke and Dunlap 

Formations; nowhere are depositional contacts between the Marietta 
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assemblage and other pre-Tertiary layered strata recognized. The Marietta 

assemblage is informally named for the small mining community of Marietta 

located on the southern flank of the Excelsior Mountains (Figure 1). 

Lithology 

Maroon to grey-brown siltstone and mudstone units of the 

Marietta assemblage range from several to as much as 10 meters thick. 

Bedding within units is commonly on a scale of 10 cm to 1 or 2 m and is 

often discontinuous. Locally however, thin bedded to laminated units 

(2 mm to 6 cm) are noted. 

The composition of siltstone and mudstone is dominated by 

poorly sorted chert and volcanic grains. Subangular chert (less than 

0.1 mm to 0.3 mm in diameter) averages 40 to 70% of all grains, while 

angular to subangular feldspar and andesite grains (about 0.2 mm in 

diameter) make up 10 to 30% of all grains. A third constituent consists 

of reworked quartz-arenite. Quartz grains are generally subrounded and 

average 0.2 mm to 0.3 mm in diameter but a few coarser grains are recog¬ 

nized. Thin sand lenses recur throughout the section. 

Conglomeratic siltstone and mudstone are fine grained units in 

which float large clasts having no preferred orientation. In these units 

both coarse and fine grained fractions have similar compositions. Locally, 

lenticular conglomerate beds are recognized. Contacts between conglomerate 

and surrounding units are sharp. 

The composition clasts in conglomeratic siltstone and mudstone 

is dominated by subangular chert, which constitutes as much as 70% of all 

clasts, and subangular to angular feldspar porphyry, pyroxene-feldspar 
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porphyry, volcanic breccia, andesitic basalt, and quartz-arenite. Combined 

volcanic clasts locally total 25% of the clast assemblage. Both chert 

and volcanic clasts average 2 to 4 cm in diameter, but scattered cobbles 

up to 20 cm in diameter and one boulder approximately 0.75 m in diameter 

were found. The abundance of quartz-arenite clasts is highly variable. 

Locally, quartz-arenite clasts are absent, but in other areas up to 90% 

of the clast population consists of subrounded quartz-arenite clasts up 

to 10 cm in diameter. Quartz-arenite clasts are found in roughly 40% of 

conglomeratic sediments in the area and are associated with a matrix that 

is generally indistinguishable from areas dominated by chert and volcanic 

clasts. 

Conglomerate interbeds are poorly bedded to massive and exhibit 

clast imbrication. Thin silty and sandy, plane and cross-laminated beds 

are often noted within conglomerate units. Conglomerate clasts are 

dominated by subangular chert and angular volcanic fragments which 

together make up 80 to 90% of all clasts. Subordinate subrounded quartz- 

arenite clasts are found but these seldomly exceed 20%. 

Volcaniclastic sediments composed primarily of feldspar-chert 

silt and sand with minor detrital quartz occur as massive to medium bedded 

sequences generally 1 to 5 meters thick. Interstratified with these are 

thinner beds of wacke and mudstone usually less than 5 cm thick. Graded 

bedding and cross-laminations are common in fine grained sandstones, and 

plane laminations are noted in all units. 

The major constituent of bedded volcaniclastic units is sub- 

angular to angular feldspar (predominately plagioclase). Feldspar 
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averages 0.1 to 2.0 mm in diameter, but some subrounded grains smaller 

than 0.1 mm are noted. Subangular to angular chert grains (0.1 to 5.0 

mm) and subangular pyroxene and hornblende (0.2 mm average) constitute 

the remainder. 

Several thin (3 to 5 meters thick) volcanic flows are found 

interstratified with fine grained clastic sediments. Flow rocks, which 

are recognized from poorly to moderately well developed flow foliation 

(preferred orientation of phenocrysts and of microlites) in the ground- 

mass. Phenocryst size and abundance are similar in all flow units. 

Phenocrysts average 30 to 50% of the total rock and are commonly 0.3 to 

1.5 cm in diameter. Feldspar, pyroxene, and hornblende crystals are 

subhedral to euhedral. In each flow, phenocrysts are set in a dark, 

aphanitic groundmass composed of feldspar and mafic microlites. Contacts 

with terrigenous rocks are highly irregular and include tendrils of vol¬ 

canic rock into siltstone and mudstone and 'squeeze-ups' of underlying 

sediment into volcanic rocks. 

Depositional environment 

Deposition in a shallow marine to intertidal environment, 

possible lagoonal, is indicated. Siltstones, mudstones and volcani- 

clastic sandstone are plane laminated to massively bedded with a marked 

lack of other sedimentary structures which might indicate a fluviatile 

environment. No ripples or cross-bedding are recognized. The lack of 

fossils is probably explained by the rapid accumulation of vast amounts 

of terrigenous debris; the water may have been constantly sediment satur¬ 

ated and thus unsuitable for organisms. Streams however must have been 
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present since lenticular channel-fill deposits recur throughout siltstone 

and mudstone. A fluvial or intertidal origin for channel deposits is 

based on clast coarseness and imbrication and the presence of cross¬ 

bedding in interbedded fine grained sediments. Contacts of channels with 

overlying and underlying units are sharp. 

Nonbedded siltstone and mudstone containing large randomonly 

oriented clasts probably represent debris flow deposits. This interpreta¬ 

tion is based on characteristics outlined by Crowell (1957), Blatt, 

Middleton, and Murray (1972), and Middleton and Hampton (1973). Debris 

flows are typically chaotic units with little or no bedding. 

The presence of interbedded volcanic flows implies a nearby 

active volcanic terrane. Contact relationships suggest extrusion of 

volcanic flows into or over wet sediments and supports an intertidal to 

shallow marine setting. 

Correlation and age 

Red mudstones and associated conglomerate now assigned to the 

Marietta assemblage were originally interpreted as belonging to the 

Excelsior Formation (Muller and Ferguson, 1936, 1939), but were reinter¬ 

preted in part by Johnson (1978) as belonging to the Dunlap Formation. 

Evidence obtained during this investigation however suggests that massive 

siltstone and mudstone may in fact be a separate formation. Support for 

this interpretation stems from lithologic differences between the Marietta 

assemblage and other pre-Tertiary layered units in the Excelsior Mountains. 

In particular the presence of large, rounded quartz-arenite clasts and 

several large subrounded chert conglomerate cobbles contained in fine 
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grained sediment of the Marietta assemblage suggests that the Dunlap may 

have been a source of clastic debris. The compositions of quartz-arenite 

cobbles in the Marietta assemblage are identical to the composition of 

bedded quartz-arenite in the Dunlap. Both are composed of 90+% well 

sorted, rounded quartz grains which range from 0.04 to 0.5 mm in diameter, 

minor lithic (2%) grains (primarily chert), a similar heavy mineral 

assemblage consisting of subrounded zircon and subrounded tourmaline, and 

a matrix (1-3%) consisting of clays and micro-crystalline quartz. No 

quartz-arenite cobbles are found in Dunlap rocks. In addition, chert and 

volcanic clasts which are found in both the Marietta assemblage and the 

Dunlap Formation and which are of identical composition, generally are 

more rounded (subangular rather than angular) in the Marietta assemblage. 

This suggests that clastic debris from the Dunlap may have been trans¬ 

ported and redeposited as Marietta assemblage. 

Volearn*clastic sediments of the Marietta assemblage were inter¬ 

preted by Johnson (1978) as part of the Black Dyke Formation. But, the 

presence of significant percentages of chert grains in rocks of the 

Marietta assemblage indicates they are not part of the Black Dyke Formation. 

Speed (1977a) found no chert in the Black Dyke Formation in the type area 

and none was recognized in volearn'd astic rocks interbedded with breccia 

and lava in the Black Dyke in the Marietta district. 

The age of the Marietta assemblage is uncertain; no paléonto¬ 

logie or radiometric dates are available, and no depositional contacts 

with other pre-Tertiary units are recognized. A possible age is based 

upon the inferred stratigraphic position of the Marietta assemblage 
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which, from rounded quartz-arenite and conglomerate cobbles present in 

the assemblage, is probably post Dunlap Formation. In addition, Marietta 

assemblage is intruded by Cretaceous plutonic rocks and therefore pre¬ 

dates them. Thus the age of the Marietta assemblage may be Late Jurassic 

if the upper age bound of Dunlap rocks is Jurassic, or early Cretaceous 

if Dunlap Formation is in part Cretaceous in age. 

CRETACEOUS PLUTONIC ROCKS 

Granitic rocks intrude pre-Tertiary layered rocks and cut homo- 

clinal and folded bedding (Plate 1). The trend of the eastern margin of 

plutonic rocks roughly parallels the traces of Mesozoic thrust faults (T2 

and Tg, Plate 1) along which numerous small outcrops of intrusive rocks 

are found subparallel to the eastern margin of the main body. The average 

trend of the contact is N30° to N40° W. 

Plutonic rocks in the Marietta district are composed mainly of 

quartz-monzonite and quartz-monzonite porphyry (Ross, 1961; Johnson, 

1978), but minor granodiorite and diorite (Johnson, 1978) also occur. 

Plutonic rocks are coarse to medium grained rocks containing large 

euhedral feldspar crystals, but some fine grained equivalents are recog¬ 

nized locally. Several episodes of igneous activity are recognized on 

the basis of cross cutting relationships and inclusions of xenoliths of 

earlier phases in rocks of later phases. 

Ross (1961) demonstrated that plutonic rocks in the Excelsior 

Mountains are compositional, textural, and age equivalents of rocks of 

the Sierra Nevada Batholith. Radiometric age dates obtained by Garside and 
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Silberman (1978) (89.5 + 2.7 m.y. for a granite porphyry, 92.8 + 2.8 m.y. 

for a granite, and 96.8 + 2.9 m.y. for a diorite) from granitic rocks in 

the Excelsior Mountains indicate a Cretaceous age of around 90 + m.y. 

for these rocks. 

TERTIARY ROCKS 

Andesite breccia, volcanic avalanche deposits, tuffs, and flow 

rocks (with subordinate basaltic rocks) overlie with angular unconformity 

portions of the northern extent of the Luning allochthon in the study 

area (Plate 1). Interbedded with massive bedded volcanic units are thin, 

laminated and crossbedded volcanogenic siltstone and sandstone. For a 

more complete description of Tertiary rocks see Johnson (1978). 

No ages have been determined for Tertiary volcanic rocks in the 

study area, but on the basis of similar lithologies, these volcanic rocks 

are believed to be coeval with similar rocks elsewhere in the Mina- 

Hawthorne region (H. A. Dockery, personal communication, 1979). Age 

limits based on dated volcanic rocks in other parts of the Excelsior 

Mountains range from 15.5 + .2 m.y. for younger rocks based on biotite 

and plagioclase from a hornblende-biotite andesite (Silberman and others, 

1975) through 27.1 +1.5 m.y. from an ash-flow tuff (Marvin and others, 

1977). This suggests an Oligocène to Miocene age for these rocks. 

STRUCTURE 

The structural history of the Excelsior Mountains is separated 

into two major episodes: (1) Cenozoic tectonism, consisting of Basin and 

Range high-angle faulting and (2) Mesozoic tectonism, consisting of Early 
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TABLE 1 

Folds - 
P-. : first phase of folding 
P2 ■ second phase of folding 

Fabric data - 
bxb : bedding intersections 
bxçl: cleavage intersections 

Thrusts - 
T, : lowermost, basal thrust (LUNIN6) 
T« : structurally intermediate imbricate thrust 
T3 : structurally highest imbricate thrust 

Nappes - 
N-, : Basal nappe 
Ni : Middle nappe 
N3 : Upper nappe 
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Jurassic through Cretaceous (?) thrusting and folding. Cenozoic tecton- 

ism is discussed in Appendix I. Mesozoic structural events are outlined 

in this section, which is divided into a) characteristics of thrust 

faults and nappes and b) description and geometric analysis of folds. 

Terminology is outlined in Table 1. Individual nappes are characterized 

in Tables 2-4. 

THRUSTS AND NAPPES 

The Luning allochthon in its known exposures within the Excelsior 

Mountains consists of three inbricate thrust nappes (N-j thru Ng in ascend¬ 

ing structural position) each of which is composed of rocks of a single 

formation or lithologic assemblage (Figure 5 and Plate 1). To the east, 

the allochthon is bounded by the north-south trace of the subplanar 

Luning thrust fault (Figure 4) which dips shallowly to the west. On the 

west, the allochthon is bounded by the 'granitic' pluton of Cretaceous 

age (Plate 1). The northern and southern boundaries are primarily Cenozoic 

high-angle fault contacts, although locally to the north Tertiary volcanic 

rocks overlie pre-Tertiary rocks of the allochthon with angular unconformity. 

Three thrust faults (T1 thru T3) are found in the study area 

(Figure 4 and Plate 1). Thrust T1 is the basal thrust to the Luning 

allochthon and thrusts T2 and T3 are intra-allochthon thrust faults. 

Figure 6 is a photograph and sketch looking to the northwest across 

Marietta Canyon at thrusts T2 and T3. In the field, thrust faults are 

recognized from truncation of homoclinal and folded bedding, from juxta¬ 

position of different lithologic units, by fault gouge zones, and as 

continuous surfaces along which dip varies considerably from nearly 



FIGURE 6 

FIGURE 6: VIEW LOOKING WEST ACROSS MARIETTA CANYON. 

NOTE THRUST FAULTS T2 AND T3. 
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horizontal to nearly vertical. Characteristics of individual thrusts and 

nappes are outlined below. 

Nappe Nl, the lowermost nappe within the allochthon, is composed 

of massive volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the Black Dyke. The 

thickness of nappe Nl is estimated as about 1.5 kilometers. The nappe is 

bounded by the Luning thrust T^ and thrust fault T2 (Table 2). The 

Luning thrust structurally divides the Excelsior Mountains into allochthon¬ 

ous and autochthonous terranes along a north-south trace (Figure 2). The 

Luning thrust is subplanar and dips shallowly (?) to the west. 

Rocks within nappe Nl are folded in Pg folds and may be folded 

in P-| folds. No fold data are recorded for this nappe because form 

surfaces were not recognized. 

Nappe N2, which structurally overlies nappe Nl, is composed of 

terrigenous clastic rocks and carbonate rocks of the Dunlap and is 

estimated to be 1500+ meters thick. The basal contact of the nappe is 

thrust fault T2. Thrust T2 truncates homoclinal and folded strata of in 

both nappes Nl and N2 and the orientation of the thrust surface is variable 

because it is folded in overturned northwest trending P2 folds (Figure 4). 

Gouge, which attains a maximum thickness of 2 meters, is locally devel¬ 

oped along the fault plane and in places the fault is intruded by granitic 

plutonic rocks. 

Rocks in nappe N2 are folded in upright to overturned northeast 

trending P-j folds and northwest trending overturned P2 folds. 

Nappe N3 is composed of rocks of the Jurassic (?)-Cretaceous (?) 

Marietta assemblage. This nappe structurally overlies nappe N2 and is the 
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uppermost known nappe of the imbricate sequence of the Luning allochthon 

in the Excelsior Mountains. The thickness of the exposed portion of the 

nappe is estimated to be 750+ meters. The total thickkness is not known 

due to removal of part by intrusion by plutonic rocks. 

The lower boundary of nappe N3 is thrust fault Tg. The surface 

of the thrust dips variably, but generally steeply, to the west and 

southwest. Thrust Tg truncates homoclinal and folded bedding of all 

three nappes (N1 thru N3) and truncates folded thrust T2. The western 

boundary to nappe N3 is the granitic pluton. Plutonic rocks are also 

exposed locally within nappe N3 and intrude thrust Tg. 

FOLDS 

Pre-Tertiary layered units in the Excelsior Mountains are 

deformed in two fold sets, P1 and P2. Field identification and separation 

of structures into these fold sets is made on the basis of orientation 

and where possible superposition. Both sets of folds are recognized with 

certainty only in nappes N2 and N3: Only P2 folds are definitely recog¬ 

nized in nappe Nl. Fold characteristics for P-j and P2 are outlined below 

and summarized in Table 5. 

P-j folds are northeast trending, upright to overturned tight to 

isoclinal major folds and minor folds overturning to the east. Axial 

plane cleavage is well developed in pelitic beds. Fold half-wavelengths 

range from about 10 meters to 1 or 2 kilometers. The first phase of 

folds involve bedding but do not affect thrust surfaces. 
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The major structure in the allochthon of the Marietta district 

is a large northeasterly trending first phase syncline exposed in nappe 

N2 (Plate 1). This structure has an estimated half-wavelength of 1 to 2 

kilometers and a limb appression which is tight to isoclinal. Axial 

plane cleavage, recognized as a close spaced parting primarily in pelitic 

beds, is refracted in coarser units. Bedding-cleavage intersection 

angles on the limbs average 15°, but approach 90° at the fold hinge zone. 

The westerly dipping north limb of the structure is the only limb exposed. 

The south limb (easterly dipping) is truncated by a west dipping high- 

angle fault (west side down) which strikes more or less parallel to the 

axial trace of the fold (Figure 4 and Plate 1). 

?2 (second phase) folds, are easterly vergent open to close major 

folds with northwesterly trending axial traces. Sparse evidence suggests 

axial-plane cleavage is present, but it is not as well developed as in 

P-j. Second phase structures are locally developed and do not generally 

affect first phase (P^) fold orientation (see geometric analysis). P£ 

folds deform both bedding and one thrust fault (T2) and have half wave¬ 

lengths ranging from 10 meters to 75+ meters. 

GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

Fabric data for the allochthon are plotted on lower hemisphere 

equal-area projections in Figures 7-13. Projections of attitudes of 

structural elements include poles to bedding, axial-plane cleavage, axial 

planes, and fold axes. Data for the allochthon are separated on the basis 

of individual nappes, but a composite diagram for the allochthon is 
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compared to that of the autochthon (Figure 14). Terminology is outlined 

in Table 1. 

Nappe 2 

Data for nappe N2 are presented in Figures 7-10. Poles to beds 

are scattered but suggest a NNW trending girdle (Figure 7). Fold axes 

for first phase folds, defined by the intersection of bedding measured 

around closures of folds and intersection of bedding with axial plane 

cleavage are plotted in Figure 8. fold axes lie in a rough maximum in 

the northeast quadrant of the net with a mean orientation of N50° E. 

Average fold plunge is moderate to shallow to the northeast, with a rough 

mean around 30°. Plots of fold axes are somewhat scattered about the 

mean. 

Poles to axial plane cleavage for P^ fall in the northwest and 

southeast quadrants of the net (Figure 9) and describe a subvertical 

axial plane with a mean orientation of N50° E. 

Structural data for the second generation of folds (P2) are 

plotted in Figure 10. Fold axes are distributed about a great circle 

which defines a plane striking N25° W and dipping shallowly (approxi¬ 

mately 15°) to the southwest. The majority of fold axes lie along the 

southern half of the great circle. This is explained by the orientation 

of bedding prior to folding by the second generation of folds (Pg). 

Fold axes of Pg (northwest orientation) folds which deformed homoclinal 

bedding of the southeasterly dipping northern limb of the major P-j fold 

predictably lie in the southwest quadrant of the net. Axial planes to 

second phase folds were not measured in the field but are consistent with 

the great circle distribution of P2 fold axes. 
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FIGURE 7 
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NAPPE N2 

POLES TO BEDDING 
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FIGURE 8 
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NAPPE N2 

Pt FOLD AXES 
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NAPPE N2 

POLES TO AXIAL PLANE CLEAVAGE 
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NAPPE N2 

P2 FOLD AXES 
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The distribution of fold data does not fit the geometry pre¬ 

dicted for areas having undergone polyphase flexural-siip folding. In 

areas where superimposed flexural-siip folding has occured, linear ele¬ 

ments generated during the first phase of folding should be deformed by 

refolding such that they define a partial small circle about the later 

fold axis; the angle between linear structures and the new fold axis 

remains constant at all points on the surface (Weiss, 1959; Ramsay, 

1967). Where this angle equals 90°, the locus of deformed lineations 

approximates a great circle. 

The pattern of fold axes however (Figure 8) is not con¬ 

sistant with that predicted if first phase folds had been refolded. 

Instead of lying along a small circle about the second phase fold axis, 

P-j fold axes have a limited distribution forming a rough maximum in the 

northeast quadrant of the stereonet. The lack of agreement between 

observed and predicted patterns for P^ axes can in part be explained by 

looking at the spatial distribution of first (P^) and second (P2) phase 

folds in the allochthon. Figure 4 shows that measured P^ and P2 meso¬ 

scopic structures are seperated in space such that P2 structures interact 

to a limited extent with P-j mesoscopic folds; P-j minor folds are generally 

restricted to a limited area in the northeast margin of exposed Dunlap 

Formation, while P2 folds generally lie in a northwest-southeast band 

roughly parallel to the traces of thrust faults T2 and T3. As a conse¬ 

quence, P-j mesoscopic structures are not affected by the second phase of 

folding; little or no reorientation of first phase fold axes has occurred. 

In addition, fold wavelengths of first phase folds (P^) are generally much 
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greater than wavelengths of second phase folds (Pg), and therefore the 

larger P-j folds are not greatly affected by the Pg folding. Also limb 

appression in second phase folds (Pg) is generally more open (open to 

close) than appression of P-j fold limbs (tight to isoclinal—see 

Table 5) resulting in minor reorientation of P^ structures. 

The distribution of Pg data on the stereonet is governed by the 

presence of the large P^ syncline described earlier. Most P2 structures 

occur on the northwest limb of this P-| fold. The majority of observed 

?2 fold axes plunge to the south (Figure 10), which is consistant with 

refolding of southeasterly dipping strata, and agrees with field observa¬ 

tion regarding the presence of only the north (southeast dipping) limb of 

the large P-j structure. 

Nappe 3 

Data for nappe N3 are presented in Figures 11-13. Fabrics for 

both generations of folds show a strong correspondance with those described 

for nappe N2. Poles to beds (Figure 11) are scattered. Only one first 

phase (P-j) fold axis was measured in this nappe, but it plots near the 

mean for P-| fold axes for nappe N2, and shows a trend and plunge of about 

N50° E, 35° NE (Figure 12). 

P2 fold axes (Figure 13) have a distribution similar to that 

developed for P2 fold axes from Nappe N2. Fold axes are coplanar and 

define a northwest striking axial surface which dips shallowly (20° to 

25°) to the west. 
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FIGURE 11 
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NAPPE N3 

POLES TO BEDDING 
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NAPPE N3 

P1 FOLD AXES 



FIGURE 13 

NAPPE N3 

P2 FOLD AXES 



GEOLOGY OF THE AUTOCHTHON 

Reconaissance mapping of structural and stratigraphic units in 

the Luning autochthon of the Excelsior Mountains has been carried out by 

R. C. Speed (1977a) and by J. Oldow (personal communication, 1979). 

These units were not mapped by me, but their description is included in 

this report because they demonstrate a significant lithologic and struc¬ 

tural relationship to rocks of the allochthon (Figures 4 and 18). Two 

formations are delineated; the Permian Mina Formation, and overlying it 

with marked angular unconformity, the Jurassic-Cretaceous (?) Dunlap 

Formation. Structurally, the autochthon has undergone a folding history 

similar to that documented for allochthonous strata. At least one fold 

set (P-j) is well developed and corresponds to first phase folds developed 

in the allochthon. Sparse data suggest refolding by a second fold set 

(P2), but ?2 folds are poorly developed. Where second generation folds 

are recognized they have an orientation similar to P2 folds found in the 

allochthon. The following descriptions and structural data are condensed 

from work done by Speed (1977a) and J. Oldow (personal communication, 

1979). 

ROCK UNITS 

MINA FORMATION 

Rocks now recognized as belonging to the Permian Mina Formation 

were initially assigned to the Excelsior Formation of Muller and Ferguson 

(1936) and were reassigned by Speed (1977b). The Mina Formation is a 

thick sequence of chert and si1ici clastic rocks dominated by volcanogenic 

turbidites and pelites (Speed, 1977a). The type section is located in 
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Douglas Canyon in the eastern Excelsior Mountains about five kilometers 

southwest of Mina (Figure 1). Other exposures of Mina Formation are 

found in the Pilot Mountains and in the western and central parts of the 

Excelsior Range. 

DUNLAP FORMATION 

Dunlap rocks in the autochthon are of identical facies to 

those in the allochthon (nappe N2). Coarse grained rocks include chert 

and chert-volcanic conglomerate. Fine grained rocks include thin bedded 

wackes and mudstones, some quartz-arenite, minor calcarenite, and a 

massive to thinly laminated crystalline limestone. 

Conglomerate clasts are predominantly chert (up to 95%). Chert 

clasts range in angularity from subround to very angular but average 

angular. Clasts vary in size from less than 1 cm to about 15 cm in 

diameter. The other major constituents of the conglomerates are volcanic 

fragments, including feldspar porphyry and feldspar-pyroxene porphyry. 

Volcanic clasts are angular and average several centimeters (1-3) in 

diameter. Volcanic debris is generally subordinate to chert, but locally 

may comprise 75% of all clasts. 

Conglomerate varies between matrix and grain support; the amount 

of fine grained matrix ranges from 10% to as high as 90%. The matrix is 

generally composed of chert-volcanic mud and siltstone with a few percent 

of detrital quartz grains. Chert arenite and wacke are locally abundant 

as thin interbeds. Fine grained units are compositional equivalents of 

coarser units. 
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Sedimentary structures are common in interbedded arenite and 

wacke and include laminations, tangential cross-beds, graded bedding, and 

lenticular bedding. Units range in thickness from several millimeters 

to several meters. Contacts between individual beds are generally sharp, 

but gradational contacts are recognized locally. 

STRUCTURE 

Fabric data for Pj and P2 are plotted on the lower hemisphere 

of an equal-area stereonet (Figures 14-17). Structural data represented 

are poles to bedding, poles to axial surfaces, fold axes, and poles to 

axial plane cleavage. 

Poles to bedding, plotted in Figure 14, have a great circle 

distribution. Fold axes for P-j (Figure 15) show a maximum in the north 

or northeast quadrant of the stereonet. This pattern agrees with P-j fold 

axes in nappes N2 and N3 in the allochthon. The average trend is north¬ 

east with a generally shallow plunge to the north. Poles to axial sur¬ 

faces and axial cleavage (Figure 16) define a subvertical axial plane for 

Pi folds consistent with those of the allochthon (Figure 9). 

Only two fold axes were measured for P2 (Figure 17), but these 

suggest a northwest trending fold set. P2 folds are recognized as open 

warps of bedding. No data on axial surfaces or cleavage was collected. 

Observed structures in the autochthon indicate that units within 

the autochthon are deformed in one, and probably two, fold sets similar 

in style and orientation to Pi and P2 of the allochthon (Figure 18). It 

is suggested therefore that the autochthon and the allochthon underwent 

similar folding histories. 
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FIGURE 14 
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AUTOCHTHON 
POLES TO BEDDING 
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FIGURE 15 
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FIGURE 16 

AUTOCHTHON 

POLES TO P-, AXIAL PLANE CLEAVAGE 
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FIGURE 17 
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AUTOCHTHON 

P2 FOLD AXES 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

The following outline represents a sequence of events for the 

structural evolution of the Luning allochthon in the Excelsior Mountains. 

Constraints are based primarily on thrust-fold relationships. 

(1) Folding (P-|): Formation of major and minor folds with northeast 

striking axial surfaces. P-j folds are documented in nappes N2 and 

N3 of the allochthon and in the autochthon. Evidence supporting 

folding as the initial stage of deformation: (a) that no thrust 

surfaces are folded by P^ folds suggests thrusting was subsequent to 

first phase folding and (b) P^ folds in nappe N2 (Plate 1) are 

truncated by later movement along thrust faults T2 and Tg. 

(2) Thrusting: Transport of allocththonous strata occurred after the 

waning stages of the first phase (P-j) of folding. This is demon¬ 

strated by the existance of a thrust surface (thrust T2) which is 

not folded by P^ but is folded by P2. Whether motion occurred on 

the basal Luning thrust (T^) or thrust Tg was active during this 

time has not been established, but motion on thrust T-j is believed 

to post-date P-j because P^ folds in the autochthon are truncated by 

the thrust. 

(3) Folding (Pg): A second phase of folding (Pg) followed P^ and the 

early stages of thrusting. That P2 post-dates P^ is indicated by 

truncation of P-| folds in nappe N2 by thrust Tg which is folded in 

?2 folds. The second phase of folding deformed bedding surfaces in 

all nappes and one thrust (T2) in northwest trending, overturned 

folds. 
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(4) Thrusting: Thrusting continued after the second phase of folding. 

Timing of motion on thrust Tg is documented where it truncates 

folded thrust T2 and folded bedding surfaces (P2) in nappe N2. 

Whether motion occurred along the basal Luning thrust (T^) at this 

time is not definitely known, but transport which post-dates forma¬ 

tion of P2 folds is suggested by the existence of P2 folds in the 

autochthon which may be truncated by the thrust. 



CONCLUSION 

A comparison of structures in the central Excelsior Mountains 

with those in neighboring areas of the Mina-Hawthorne region, particularly 

in the Pilot Mountains, the eastern Garfield Hills, and the eastern 

Excelsior Mountains, provides support for deformation on a regional scale. 

It is suggested that thrusting and folding of pre-Tertiary rocks in the 

study area occurred as a consequence of the same compressional tectonics 

which deformed pre-Tertiary layered units throughout the Mina-Hawthorne 

region, and that similarities in the style, the orientation, and the 

probable age of folding in the Marietta district support westward exten¬ 

sion of the Luning allochthon into the Excelsior Mountains. Figure 19 

outlines the distribution and average orientation of fold sets throughout 

the region. Data for the Pilot Mountains, Garfield Hills, and eastern 

Excelsior Mountains is taken from Oldow, 1978a, 1978b. 

Folds 

Comparison of fold sets developed in the Luning allochthon of 

the study area with structures in the allochthon of the Pilot Mountains 

suggests a similar evolution for folds in both areas; the major difference 

is that a third, locally developed fold set P3 found in the Pilot Mountains 

is not developed in the Excelsior Mountains. P-j and however are the 

same in both areas, P-j consisting of northeast trending major and minor, 

tight to isoclinal folds, while Pg generally is a northwest trending fold 

set. 

Structures developed in the Luning autochthon from three areas, 

the Pilot Mountains, the eastern Excelsior Mountains, and the study area 
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(central Excelsior Mountains) also show a close correspondance in style 

and orientation. folds are tight to isoclinal folds with a mean 

northeast orientation of axial traces. Pg structures are open folds with 

northwest trending axial traces. In the eastern Excelsior Mountains ?2 

is recognized as a gentle warping of bedding with a northernly trending 

axial trace (Oldow, 1978a). 

On a regional scale (Figure 19) P^ folds show a uniform north¬ 

east axial trend which varies 20° or less. In addition, P-j structures 

are regionally developed both in allochthonous and autochthonous terranes. 

?2 folds on the other hand, although regionally developed, show local 

variations in orientation. In general the trend is to the northwest but 

this varies as much as 40° (between N20° W and W60° W) from west to east 

across the region. Recognition of fold sets is locally complicated by a 

third fold set (P3), which is apparently confined to allochthonous units 

in the Pilot Mountains and the Garfield Hills (Figure 19). The agreement 

between P^ and Pg throughout the area supports extension of the Luning 

thrust and associated allochthon into the Excelsior Mountains and provides 

further evidence that Mesozoic tectonics in west-central Nevada were of a 

regional character. 



APPENDIX I 

Basin and Range Tectonism 

Several large high-angle faults are described in detail in the 

following section. Faults are lettered A through D; fault traces are 

shown on Figure 20 and on Plate 1. 

Fault A: This fault is recognized in the southeastern part of the 

study area where it is the easternmost fault of a N40°W trending fault zone 

several hundred meters wide which forms a small northwest trending graben 

(Figure 21). The fault plane dips about 70° to the west and commonly has 

fault gouge developed along it. Locally this gouge reaches 20 to 25 

meters in width. The fault zone thins to the north where Fault A begins 

to curve westward. The fault eventually strikes east-west in the center 

of the allochthon where it truncates Mesozoic thrust faults. Whereas 

offset was mainly dip-slip on the north striking segment (west side 

down), displacement where the faults turn to the west is mainly left- 

lateral (based on lithologic correlation across the fault (Plate 1). 

Apparent minimum displacement along both sections of the fault is esti¬ 

mated at 500 meters or more. The fault continues to the southwest 

through the Marietta assemblage where it becomes difficult to trace. 

Further to the west and south, however, the fault is picked up where it 

offsets the contact between granitic plutonic rocks and pre-Tertiary 

layered strata. A wide zone of gouge (20+ meters wide) exists along the 

fault here. Dips along the east-west and southwest trace of the fault 

are to the south. 
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FIGURE 21 

FIGURE 21: LOOKING EAST ACROSS MARIETTA CANYON AT 

FAULT GRABEN ASSOCIATED WITH FAULT A. 
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Fault B: Along the west side of the Marietta canyon a nearly 

north-south striking fault displaces folded bedding of the Dunlap and 

Black Dyke Formations and offsets folded thrust T2. Total displacement 

could not be determined, but the relative sense of motion is believed to 

be predominately dip-slip based on displacement of folded thrust fault 

T2. The fault dips steeply to the east and some component of strike-slip 

probably exists (east side down) although the amount is unknown. This 

fault may represent the western boundary fault of the graben mentioned 

earlier in relation to Fault A. 

Fault C: A large high-angle normal fault with dip-slip displace¬ 

ment estimated at several hundred meters (but unknown strike-slip component) 

strikes parallel to the axial trace of the major P-j structure in the 

allochthon. Fault C terminates against Fault A. 

Fault D: This fault extends nearly east-west along the southern 

margin of the Excelsior Mountains and forms the range front fault (Figure 20). 

The fault dips steeply to the south and is recognized by truncated spurs 

along the range flank. Fault D may in fact extend eastward for several 

kilometers, where the fault trace trends on strike with a fault described 

by Speed and Cogbill (1979) (Marietta fault?) which cuts peat and ash 

probably of Quaternary age. The sense of displacement on the Marietta 

fault is left-oblique slip with a total estimated throw of 300 meters 

(south side down). 

Fault E: This fault was first reported by Callaghan and Gianella 

(1935). The fault surface strikes roughly east-west and dips to the north 

at 73°. The fault has been active as recently as 1934 and juxtaposes 
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Tertiary volcanic rocks with layered pre-Tertiary terrigenous clastic 

rocks of the Dunlap Formation, and possibly the Marietta assemblage 

(Figure 20). Displacement is primarily dip-slip, but some component 

of left-lateral motion exists (Callaghan and Gianella, 1935). 

Cenozoic high-angle faults in the Marietta district displace 

homoclinal and folded bedding and Mesozoic thrust faults along two major 

fault trends, which appear to form a conjugate fault system; a NNW trend 

and an ENE trend (Figure 20). Displacements on the majority of faults is 

a combination of strike-slip and dip-slip motion. Observed displacements 

are variable but generally dip-slip movement prevails over strike-slip 

movement on NE and NW striking faults. Where fault trends swing to a 

more easterly direction however, bedding offsets suggest that lateral 

(strike-slip) motion predominates over vertical (dip-slip) motion. This 

indicates that the sense of displacement changes along fault strike as 

fault orientations change from north to east trending. Displacements on 

faults range from a few centimeters to as much as 700 meters. Displace¬ 

ments however for larger faults are apparent displacements since larger 

faults have large components of oblique-slip. Locally, fault orientation 

is apparently controlled in varying degree by two factors; existing 

structural and lithological breaks and the shape of the large granitic 

intrusive body. 

High-angle faulting in the Excelsior Mountains has been active 

as recently as 1934, at which time a magnitude 6.3 earthquake produced a 

5 inch high scarp along a 4,500 ft trace (Fault E, Figure 20) through 

the Excelsior Mountains (Callaghan and Gianella, 1935). The fault plane 
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strikes about N65°E and dips 73° to the north. A recent study of seis¬ 

micity in the region (Ryall and Priestly, 1975) concludes that the 

Excelsior Mountains area is tectonically anomalous when compared to 

regional basin and range tectonism. According to Ryall and Priestly 

(1975), the abnormally high seismic activity found in the Excelsior 

Mountains is a product of strain being released as a continuous series of 

small to moderate earthquakes and fault creep. They suggest that the area 

is highly fractured and thus allows only moderate strain accumulation. 

The horizontal sense of displacement on east-west faults and 

faults that strike on average N60°E through the Excelsior Mountains is 

predominately left-lateral. Estimates of lateral displacements vary from 

several meters to several hundreds of meters (Fault A). In contrast, 

primarily northwest striking faults in the surrounding portions of the 

Walker Lane Province show dominantly right-lateral displacements. Recent 

analyses of fault kinematics in the Mina-Hawthorne region (Speed and 

Cogbill, 1979; Oldow, Meinwald, and Dockery, 1980) suggest that high- 

angle faulting in this area may be a product of uniform extension in a 

N82°W direction. The Excelsior Mountains apparently are part of a zone 

in which a large number of east-west oriented faults tie an eastern zone 

of northwest striking, right-lateral faults with a similar zone to the 

west in California (see for example Albers, 1967; Gilbert and others, 

1968; Wetterauer, 1977; Speed and Cogbill, 1979). 
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